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Adaptive Wireless Channel Probing for Shared
Key Generation based on PID Controller
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Abstract—Generating a shared key between two parties from the wireless channel is an increasingly interesting topic. The process
of obtaining information from the wireless channel is called channel probing. Previous key generation schemes probe the channel at a
preset and constant rate without any consideration of channel variation or probing efficiency. In order to satisfy the users’ requirements
for KGR and to use the wireless channel efficiently, we propose an adaptive channel probing scheme based on the Proportional-
Integral-Derivative (PID) controller, which is used to tune the probing rate. Moreover, we use the Lempel-Ziv complexity to estimate
the entropy rate of channel statistics (Received Signal Strength, RSS), which is considered as an indicator of probing efficiency. The
experimental results show that the controller can dynamically tune the probing rate and, meanwhile, to achieve a user desired KGR. It
stabilizes the KGR at the desired value with error of less than 1 bit/s. Besides, channel probing process is efficient under different user
velocities, motion types and sites.

Index Terms—wireless channel probing, shared key generation, information theory, PID controller.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Generating a shared key between two parties without
pre-shared secret over a public channel is a challenging
problem in symmetric key cryptography systems. Diffie-
Hellman key exchange protocol is widely used for this
purpose. However, it works under the assumption of
the hardness of the discrete logarithm problem, which
has been proven breakable in polynomial time using
quantum computers [1]. Although realistic quantum
computers may not become reality in years, it is desirable
to search for other key agreement mechanisms which do
not depend on the assumption of computational hard-
ness. Furthermore, in practical implementations, Diffie-
Hellman key exchange protocol may not produce a truly
random key due to the use of pseudorandom generators.

With the spur of wireless communications, there is an
increasing interest in generating a shared key between
two parties from the wireless channel [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6]. Two wireless entities exploit the reciprocity, random-
ness, and location-specific properties of a wireless fading
channel, and obtain highly correlated channel states and
produce shared key. A third party, who is more than
half a wavelength away from the legitimate users, could
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eavesdrop but would be hard to generate the same
key in rich scattering environments [7], [8]. Therefore,
unlike the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol, gen-
erating key from the wireless channel is information-
theoretically secure, i.e., no matter how much computing
resources the attacker has, it is hard for the attacker to
break the key even if it eavesdrops all the key generation
messages exchanged between the two entities.

In recent implementations and experiments, the Re-
ceived Signal Strength (RSS) is widely used as the pa-
rameter of the wireless channel to generate the shared
key [2], [4], [5], [6]. The RSS can be easily obtained
from current wireless device drivers, so it makes key
generation using off-the-shelf devices feasible. In order
to generate a shared key, two parties need to send
channel probing frames to each other and measure
the RSS. We call this process as channel probing. After
this process, both parties quantize the measured RSS
sequences into bit streams, and apply the information
reconciliation method to make the bits agreed. Finally,
they apply the privacy amplification method to discard
the bit information revealed to an eavesdropper, and
then generate a shared key.

As far as we know, all the existing key generation
implementations probe the channel at a preset and con-
stant rate without any consideration of channel variation
or probing efficiency. On the one hand, if the channel
does not change very frequently or drastically, even if a
user can probe the channel at a high probing rate, it will
get an RSS sequence with many consecutive duplicated
values. These duplicated RSS values do not contribute
new bit information to the final key, thus result in a low
probing efficiency. On the other hand, it will take an
intolerably long time to generate a key if the probing
rate is too low.

The key generation rate (KGR) measures the number
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of shared secret bits generated per second between two
parties. The KGR is largely determined by the channel
variation and probing rate, and partially by the quanti-
zation, reconciliation and privacy amplification methods.
S. Jana et. al [3] also verified that the bit extraction
is affected by environmental dynamics and location
characteristics. For example, bits extracted in dynamic
environments showed a much higher secret bit rate
than static environments. In this paper, a mathematical
model of KGR is built, and the simulation results show
a proportional relationship between probing rate and
KGR.

The entropy rate is the time density of the average
information in a stochastic process [9]. We consider the
entropy rate as an indicator of probing efficiency. Chan-
nel probing process with low entropy rate obviously
wastes network resource and computing power. We aim
to strike a trade-off between KGR and probing efficiency.

In practice, since users always have requirements of
how much time they can afford to generate a certain
length of key, in order to satisfy users’ requirements
for KGR and to use the wireless channel efficiently, we
introduce an adaptive channel probing scheme based on
Lempel-Ziv complexity (LZ76) [10] and Proportional-
Integral-Derivative (PID) controller. Our scheme uses
LZ76 to estimate the entropy rate of the channel statistics
(i.e., Received Signal Strength, RSS), and uses the PID
controller to tune the probing rate. Since the classical
definition of entropy rate is based on an asymptotic limit,
it does not necessarily lead to an accurate estimator in
the case of a finite-size time series [11]. However, LZ76
is a statistical estimator that is unbiased and converging
fast enough to be accurate on a finite data sample.
The PID controller is a generic feedback control loop
mechanism widely used in industrial control systems. It
is used to dynamically tune the probing rate in order to
stabilize the output (KGR) under dynamic environment.

Our experimental results show that our adaptive chan-
nel probing scheme can adaptively tune its probing rate
according to user mobility and environmental dynamics.
Moreover, it can stabilize KGR by using the PID con-
troller and satisfy the users’ KGR requirements.

The contributions of our paper are:
• Mathematical model of KGR is built, and the pro-

portional relationship between probing rate and
KGR is verified through simulation.

• Desired KGR is satisfied by using a PID controller
to adaptively tune the probing rate in different
scenarios.

• Using LZ76 to estimate entropy rate of RSS se-
quence.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We
discuss the related works in Section 2. Then we give the
system model, adversary model and problem definition
in Section 3. We derive the relationship between the
probing rate and KGR from theoretic aspect in Section 4.
Section 5 shows the workflow of our adaptive probing
scheme. We present the experimental setup in section 6

and the results and evaluation in Section 7. We conclude
this paper and discuss future work in Section 8.

2 RELATED WORK

There has been an increasing interest in exploiting the
randomness and reciprocity of the wireless channel to
generate shared keys between two parties [2], [3], [4],
[5], [6], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. Early research
in this area focused on theoretical analysis [15], [16],
[17], while most recent works were more interested in
practical implementations of the key generation schemes
using off-the-shelf wireless devices [2], [3], [4], [5]. Pre-
vious work assumed an authenticated channel while
generating shared keys [12], [13], [14]. One recent work
removed this assumption and proposed a shared key
generation algorithm using level-crossings and quantiza-
tion to extract secret bits from an unauthenticated wire-
less channel [4]. Another work proposed a method for
key generation based on phase reciprocity of frequency
selective fading channels [18].

To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous
work discussing the trade-off among the KGR and chan-
nel resource consumption, nor adaptively tuning the
channel probing rate according to the channel dynamics
introduced by users’ movement and/or the environmen-
t. In this paper, we address these problems and achieve
adaptive channel probing in real scenarios using off-the-
shelf devices.

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

3.1 System Model

We consider two legitimate users, Alice and Bob, who
want to generate a shared secret key at a target key
generation rate (KGR) using the channel characteristics
(RSS). Each of them has single antenna. Alice and Bob
apply the following four steps to generate a key: channel
probing, quantization, information reconciliation, and
privacy amplification [3].

Channel probing is used to collect channel charac-
teristics by legitimate users, who have an advantage
compared with an eavesdropper, Eve [19]. We use the
received signal strength (RSS) as the channel character-
istics. In this step, Alice and Bob exchange request/reply
probing frames for a duration, say Tp seconds. One
of them instantly echoes a reply when he/she receives
the request from the other. We assume there is a fixed
interval, τ , between any two consecutive request (or
reply) probing frames in one probing duration. The
channel probing rate f is thus 1/τ . At the end of channel
probing process, we assume Alice and Bob make N pairs
of channel measurements. At Alice and Bob sides, they
get, respectively,

ĥab = {ĥab[1], ĥab[2], ..., ĥab[N ]}T ,
ĥba = {ĥba[1], ĥba[2], ..., ĥba[N ]}T ,

(1)
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where the superscript T denotes matrix transpose and
ĥ[i] (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) is the channel characteristic estimation
of h[i] at time instant i. In our paper, the subscript
of ĥuv and other relative variables means the channel
characteristics are measured by user u when user v sends
the probing packets.

Quantization is used to quantize the measured chan-
nel characteristics ĥab and ĥba into bits.

Information reconciliation is a form of error cor-
rection carried out between Alice and Bob in order
to ensure the keys generated separately on both sides
are identical [16]. During the reconciliation, a few bits
information will be revealed to Eve.

Privacy amplification is a method for reducing (or
effectively eliminating) Eve’s partial information about
the legitimate key and for minimizing the correlation
between the bits in a bit stream. Eve’s partial information
comes from the eavesdropping on the communication
between Alice and Bob during the key generation pro-
cess.

3.2 Adversary Model
There is an adversary, Eve, who tries to compromise
the shared key by eavesdropping on the communication
between Alice and Bob. Eve has single antenna. We
assume that Eve can listen to all the communication
between Alice and Bob. Eve can also measure both the
channels between herself and legitimate users at the
same time when Alice and Bob measure the channel
between themselves for key generation. We also assume
that Eve knows the key generation algorithm and the
values of the parameters used in the algorithm. Eve can
be close (e.g., several wavelengths away) to either Alice
or Bob, but she cannot be in the exact same geographical
position of Alice or Bob.

Let ĥea and ĥeb be the channel estimation vector at
Eve’s side when Alice and Bob send the probing frames,
respectively.

We assume that Eve neither jams the legitimate com-
munication channel nor modifies any messages between
Alice and Bob. Essentially, Eve will not disrupt the key
establishment between Alice and Bob. We also assume
that Eve cannot cause a man-in-the-middle attack, i.e.,
our methodology does not authenticate Alice or Bob.

In other words, we assume a passive adversary model.

3.3 Problem Definition
Intuitively, if Alice and Bob probe the channel at a
higher rate under a given channel condition, they will
get more samples (larger N ) in the probing duration,
and a higher KGR is expected to be achieved. However,
it is difficult to decide which probing rate they should
use to achieve a desirable KGR. The KGR depends on
many factors such as the conditional mutual informa-
tion between Alice and Bob given Eve’s observation,
the quantization, information reconciliation and priva-
cy amplification methods. It is very hard to decide a

deterministic function mapping a channel probing rate
to a KGR, due to channel dynamics and uncertainty in
each key generation step. Therefore, an adaptive channel
probing scheme is desirable. For example, to achieve
the same KGR, we should probe faster in a more static
channel while the probing rate can be lower in a more
variable channel.

An inappropriate approach is to set the probing rate at
the possible highest rate without considering the channel
conditions or key generation methods. This approach
may achieve the maximum KGR, but is not resource
efficient. Probing at the highest possible rate may con-
sume a lot of bandwidth and energy. It can also introduce
severe contention and interference to other communica-
tions in the network. Furthermore, when probing at a
higher rate, the correlation between consecutive channel
measurements may be increased, which also decreases
the probing efficiency.

In this paper, we aim to addressing the adaptive
channel probing problem to meet a desirable KGR and,
meanwhile, make the probing process efficient. We in-
troduce a mechanism to adaptively tune the probing
rate in different scenarios and channel variations. Our
mechanism is general enough to handle different key
generation methods as long as they use the bi-directional
channel probing schemes defined in this paper.

4 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS: PROBING RATE
VS KGR
We analyze the relationship between the probing rate
and the upper bound of KGR. We show that when
probing rate is higher, we can achieve higher KGR. This
property serves as a theoretical foundation to design the
adaptive channel probing scheme based on a feedback
controller.

Assume a noisy channel, according to [15], [20], [21],
the upper bound of KGR is equal to the conditional
mutual information between ĥab and ĥba given Eve’s
observation:

Kab = I(ĥab; ĥba|ĥea, ĥeb). (2)

Now we derive the equation of Kab under Gaussian
channel assumption and Jake’s correlation model in a
rich scattering environment and isotropic distribution of
incident power [22], [8].

Assuming the channel estimation error at Alice and
Bob are nab and nba, respectively, we have

ĥab = hab + nab,

ĥba = hba + nba,
(3)

where hab = {hab[1], hab[2], ..., hab[N ]}T and hba =
{hba[1], hba[2], ..., hba[N ]}T are the underlying channel
characteristics. For simplicity, we assume the reciprocity
holds, that is hab[i] = hba[i] = h[i]. This assumption
usually holds if the time difference between the bi-
directional probing is much smaller than the channel
coherence time. We assume h[i] (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) follows
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Fig. 1. An instance of channel characteristics among
users

zero-mean Gaussian distribution with variance of σ2
s .

The measurement error/noise nab and nba follow in-
dependent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean
Gaussian distribution with variance of σ2

n.
We assume the autocorrelation of the Alice-Bob chan-

nel follows the well-known Jake’s model [22]. That is,
the covariance between h[i] and h[j] is

R(h[i], h[j]) = σ2
s · J0(

2πdij
λ

), (4)

where J0 is the zero-order Bessel function, λ is the
wavelength of the signal 1 , and dij is the distance
between the measurements h[i] and h[j]. Assuming Bob
is stationary and Alice is moving towards or away from
Bob in a straight line at a speed of v. dij = v · τ |i − j|.
Assume Tp = 1, τ = 1

N−1 .
At Eve side, we have

ĥea = hea + nea,

ĥeb = heb + neb,
(5)

where hea and heb are the underlying channel character-
istics vector of ĥea and ĥeb, respectively. We assume hea

and heb follow zero-mean Gaussian with variance of σ2
e .

nea and neb are measurement error/noise following i.i.d.
zero-mean Gaussian with variance of σ2

n.
Similar to the autocorrelation of Alice-Bob channel,

the autocorrelation of Eve’s measurement can also be
modeled as Jakes’ correlation model. That is

R(hea[i], hea[j]) = σ2
e · J0(

2πdij

λ ),

R(heb[i], heb[j]) = σ2
e · J0(

2πdij

λ ).
(6)

Assuming Eve is close to Bob, shown in Fig. 1, the
covariance between hea[i] and h[i] is modeled as

R(hea[i], h[i]) = σsσe · J0(
2πd0
λ

). (7)

Even though Eve is close to Bob (more than half a
wavelength), according to our experimental results in
Section 7, the cross correlation between ĥea and ĥba is
small (say lower than 0.3). For simplicity, we assume
that hea[i] and h[j] are uncorrelated when i ̸= j.

Since Eve is close to Bob, she is far away from Alice
given that Alice and Bob are well separated. Therefore,
we can assume that heb[i] is uncorrelated with h[j] for

1. We use standard 802.11n wireless card with average frequency 2.4
Ghz. Then, the wavelength λ is about 0.125 meter.

(1 ≤ i, j ≤ N ). This assumption is validated by our
experimental results in Section 7. Same assumption is
also made in [8], [23].

According to the above assumption, we have

Kab = I(ĥab; ĥba|ĥea) = log2(
|RAE ||RBE |
|RE ||RABE |

), (8)

where | · | represents determinant of a matrix.

RAE = cov{[ĥ
T

ab, ĥ
T

ea]
T , [ĥ

T

ab, ĥ
T

ea]}

=

[
R̂aa R̂ae

R̂ae R̂ee

]
=

[
Rhh + σ2

nI Rhe

Rhe Ree + σ2
nI

] (9)

Rhh(i, j) = R(h[i], h[j])
Rhe(i, j) = R(h[i], hea[j])
Ree(i, j) = R(hea[i], hea[j])

(10)

Similarly,

RBE = cov{[ĥ
T

ba, ĥ
T

ea]
T , [ĥ

T

ba, ĥ
T

ea]}

=

[
Rhh + σ2

nI Rhe

Rhe Ree + σ2
nI

]
= RAE

(11)

RE = cov{ĥea, ĥ
T

ea}
= Ree + σ2

nI
(12)

RABE = cov{[ĥ
T

ab, ĥ
T

ba, ĥ
T

ea]
T , [ĥ

T

ab, ĥ
T

ba, ĥ
T

ea]}

=

 Rhh + σ2
nI Rhh Rhe

Rhh Rhh + σ2
nI Rhe

Rhe Rhe Ree + σ2
nI


(13)

Simulation. We set σs = σe = 1. The distance between
Bob and Eve is 1 m. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the numerical
results of the upper bound of KGR at different probing
rates with different noise variations σn and moving
speeds v. It shows that the KGR is an increasing function
of the probing rate. When moving faster, which induces
a more dynamic channel, we can lower the probing
rate and achieve the same KGR as those when moving
slower. Therefore, in order to achieve a desired KGR, we
need adaptively tune the probing rate under different
channel conditions.

Discussion. We need to clarify that the results shown
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are under the assumption on the
relative geographical location among Alice, Bob, and Eve
shown in Fig. 1. When Eve is close to Alice, according
to the reciprocity nature, we have similar results and
conclusions. When Eve is far away from both Alice and
Bob, Eq. 2 degenerates to Kab = I(ĥab; ĥba). Under
this situation, KGR is also an increasing function of the
probing rate, but larger than that in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

We should note that the KGR shown in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3 is the upper bound and could be loose. In practice,
due to the non-perfect reciprocity and different efficiency
of quantization, reconciliation, and privacy amplification
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Fig. 3. Probing rate vs KGR under different velocities
(σn = 0.7)

methods, the KGR would be lower. If the KGR as a
function of probing rate could be determined, it would
be trivial to determine a probing rate to achieve a desired
KGR. However, it is very difficult to draw a close form
deterministic relationship between the KGR and probing
rate in practice due to the channel dynamics, unknown
channel statistics, and uncertainty in each key generation
step.

Therefore, in the next section, we introduce an adap-
tive channel probing scheme using the PID controller,
which adaptively tunes the probing rate to achieve a de-
sired KGR without knowing the exact mapping between
the probing rate and KGR. We should also note that the
proportional relationship between the probing rate and
the upper bound of KGR serves as a guideline of design-
ing our adaptive channel probing scheme. Although the
relationship in practice might not be exactly the same
as those shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the proportionality
is likely to be held in practice as demonstrated by
experiments in Section 7.

5 ADAPTIVE WIRELESS CHANNEL PROBING
FOR SHARED KEY GENERATION BASED ON PID
CONTROLLER

Based on theoretical foundation in previous sections, we
propose an adaptive wireless channel probing scheme
and its workflow is shown in Fig. 4. First, Alice ini-
tializes parameters, such as the probing rate f . Then,

Parameter Tuning

ie. Probing Rate

START

Monitor Initial

WIRESHARK

Channel Probing

by ICMP PING/

REPLY

RSS Extraction

PID Controller

Key Generation Rate 

Calculator

Shared Key

Quantization

Cascade Reconciliation

Privacy Amplification

Fig. 4. Workflow of adaptive channel probing scheme

Alice and Bob both start to monitor the channel. In
our system, WIRESHARK [24] is used to pull out the
RSS information of probing packets. Two parties probe
the channel by continually exchanging ICMP PING and
REPLY packets for a fixed duration. The RSS values from
the probing packets are recorded. Next, Alice and Bob
estimate the entropy rate by LZ76, and the entropy rate
is considered as an indicator of probing efficiency. After
performing the quantization, reconciliation and privacy
amplification, legitimate users obtain the KGR value.
Last, the PID controller compares the KGR obtained in
the current loop with user’s desired KGR, denoted as κ,
then decides a new probing rate for the next loop.

The process of sending and receiving packet pair, like
ICMP PING and REPLY [25], is called a probing process.
Recall that, the number of probing processes in one
second is called probing rate f , measured by Hz. A series
of probing processes at the same probing rate is called a
probing loop. Duration of a probing loop is called probing
duration Tp.

We introduce two main components of this probing
scheme in the following subsections.

5.1 Lempel-Ziv Complexity
Entropy rate is considered as an indicator of probing
efficiency in our work. Intuitively, high probing rate that
aims to achieve a large KGR would result in low entropy
rate, and vice versa; and this will be verified in Section 7.
In order to estimate the entropy rate, we introduce
an estimation method, namely Lempel-Ziv complexity
(LZ76) [10].

Let X be a random variable or random vector, taking
values in an arbitrary finite set A, its alphabet, and with
distribution probability p(x) = Pr{X = x} for x ∈ A. The
entropy of X [9] is defined as,

H(X) = H(p) = −
∑
x∈A

p(x) log p(x). (14)
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The entropy rate, or per-symbol entropy, of X is

lim
n→∞

1

n
H(X1, X2, · · · , Xn), (15)

whenever the limit exists, where H(X1, X2, · · · , Xn) is
the entropy of the jointly distributed random variables
(X1, X2, · · · , Xn).

We want to emphasize that the entropy rate is the
property of a random process and difficult to evalu-
ate [26]. In fact, knowledge of the probability distribution
involved in its calculation requires an extensive sam-
pling that usually cannot be performed [27]. In contrast,
the complexity as originally formulated by Lempel and
Ziv [10] is the property of individual sequences that can
be used to estimate the entropy rate.

For a bitstring XN
1 = [x1, · · · , xN ] of length N with

xi ∈ {0, 1}, a process that partitions XN into non-
overlapped substrings is called parsing. The first bit is
always considered as the first substring, i.e., B1 = X1

1 =
x1. Assume we have

B1B2, . . . , Bk = XNk
1 , (16)

in which B1B2, . . . , Bk is k adjacent and consecutive
substrings, and B2 = XN2

2 , . . . , Bk = XNk

Nk−1+1, and
Nk−1 + 1 ≤ Nk < N(N0 = 0, N1 = 1). The definition

Bk+1 = X
Nk+1

Nk+1 (Nk + 1 ≤ Nk+1 ≤ N) (17)

is the shortest substring that never appears in string
X

Nk+1−1
1 . Thus, we partition the string XN

1 into as fewer
substrings as possible, and denote as

XN
1 = B1B2, . . . , Bq, (18)

where q is the amount of substrings and Bq is the only
one substring that can probably appear in the whole
string.

In order to make readers understand the parsing
easier, here gives an instance. Assume a string X19

1 =
01011010001101110010. First, we have B1 = x1 = 0. The
bit X2

2 = 1 does not appear in X1
1 , so B2 = X2

2 = 1. Next,
both X3

3 = 0 and X4
3 = 01 appear in X3

1 , but X5
3 = 011

does not appear in X4
1 , so we have B3 = X5

3 = 011, etc.
Last, we obtain the partitioned string like

X19
1 = 0|1|011|0100|011011|1001|0, (19)

where we can count the amount of substring q = 7.
Any further properties and formal expression can be

found in reference [10].
In general, we define LZ76 value as

CLZ(XN ) =
q(logd q + 1)

N
, (20)

where d is the diversity of samples in X or range of x,
and

0 ≤ CLZ(XN ) ≤ log2 d. (21)

For a random sequence XN from an ergodic and
stationary source [9], [28], entropy rate tends to

lim
N→∞

CLZ(XN ). (22)

PID

Controller

Actuator

PING

Process

MONITOR

KGR 

Caculator

+ _

Disturbance

RSS 

Sequence
Setpoint

KGR

error
Probing 

Rate

Fig. 5. Framework of the PID control system

In our paper, the RSS sequence is considered to be
an ergodic and stationary source during a short probing
duration, say Tp = 1 second, if the user velocity is not
extremely high.

In order to keep the LZ76 calculator stable, i.e., LZ76
calculator results in small deviation, we should also limit
the lower bound of f , denoted as fmin. Although there is
no upper bound of f theoretically, due to the limitation
of hardware, the upper bound of f is set as 300 Hz. Thus,
we have

fmin < f ≤ 300Hz. (23)

5.2 PID Controller

In this subsection, we introduce feedback control to limit
the error between the actual KGR and the desired KGR κ
by adaptively tuning the probing rate f under different
channel conditions.

Fig. 5 shows the framework of the control system. In
the ith loop, we set probing rate fi as input. At the end
of this loop, we get the KGR Ki as output, feed it back,
and compare it with κ. The PID controller then calculates
a new probing rate fi+1 for the next loop. The controller
model is

fi+1 =fi +GP (Ki − κ) +GI

∑i
j=i−α(Kj − κ)

+GD(Ki −Ki−1),
(24)

where i = 1, 2, · · · , and α is the order of integral gain.
GP , GI and GD are the proportional gain, integral gain
and derivative gain, respectively.

6 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The adaptive probing scheme runs on a platform that
is composed of three Gateway LT25 laptops (called
Alice, Bob and Eve, respectively) with Atheros AR
5B95 802.11a/g/n wireless card. The operation systems
are all Fedora Linux with the kernel version 2.6.34.8-
68.fc13.i686. The RSS information of the probing packet
is pulled out by WIRESHARK [24].

6.1 Experimental Scenarios

Outdoor and Indoor. The outdoor experiments were
conducted at a place in Beijing Institute of Technology,
Beijing, P.R.China. It is an open straight road with several
cars parked along the side. The indoor experiments were
conducted on the 5th floor of an academic building.
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Static and Mobile (Line and Random). We consider it
a static scenario if all users are stationary and no people
or cars are moving on the road. We call it a mobile
scenario if any user is moving. The motion type includes
line and random movements.

The transmission power of all laptops are all set at 20
dBm. The velocity of the user is measured by a hand-
held GPS. The weather of the day when the experiments
were conducted was sunny. The outdoor temperature
was 28 oC and relative humidity was 62%, while indoor
temperature and relative humidity were 22 oC and 58%,
respectively.

6.2 Performance Indices of the Controller
Denote Ki as the KGR at the ith loop, i = 1, 2, · · · ,M ,
and M is the amount of probing loops. The list of
performance indices studied is as follows:

• KGR - mean:
∑M

i=1 Ki/M .
• KGR - std: standard deviation of KGR.
• KGR - error: e(i) = |

∑M
i=1 Ki/M − κ|.

• KGR oscillation frequency (KGR Osc. Freq.):
Mosc/M , Mosc is the times that KGR values cross
the setpoint κ.

• KGR overshooting (KGR Oversht.): the amount that
KGR values exceed its desired value κ.

• KGR settling time: the time for KGR values to reach
the setpoint at the first time, taking the loop number
as settling time.

• ITAE (Integral of Time and Absolute Error):
(
∑M

i=1 e(i)M)/1000.
• Efficiency: entropy rate estimated by LZ76.
The KGR oscillation frequency, overshoot and settling

time jointly determine the ITAE. The smaller the ITAE,
the better the controller works.

6.3 Parameters: LZ76 Calculator
According to Eq. 20, Lempel-Ziv complexity of a fi-
nite sequence is determined by q, d,N . In a loop, q is
calculated by a Python script. N is the length of the
RSS sequence, which relates to the probing rate f and
probing duration Tp. d is a fixed number and is related
to the diversity of the RSS values. As our wireless card
provides RSS from -90 to -20 dBm, we consider the total
range, d = 70, as the diversity.

From Eq. 22, if N is not large enough, LZ76 calculator
cannot work well, i.e., results in large deviation. In order
to make LZ76 calculator stable, i.e., making the deviation
of entropy rate small, we should carefully consider Tp

and fmin.
We conducted a series of outdoor-mobile-line exper-

iments. In these experiments, the probing rate f was
set as 5, 6, 8, 11, 22, 100 and 300 Hz, respectively. We
calculated the standard deviation of the entropy rate by
LZ76 calculator at different probing rate and probing
duration, shown in Fig. 6. When the probing duration
is 1 second, the standard deviations at different probing
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Fig. 6. Standard deviation of LZ76 calculator

rate are all less than 0.2 bits/s per sample, which can
be considered as small. Therefore, probing duration at 1
second (i.e., Tp = 1s) and a probing rate of no less than
5Hz (i.e., fmin = 5) can make LZ76 calculator stable.

6.4 Parameters: PID Controller
The Ziegler-Nichols tuning method is a heuristic method
of tuning PID controller [29]. The setpoint of the con-
troller (desired KGR) is 75 bits/s. The order of the
integral gain α = 2. By a series of tests, we get the
proportional gain, integral gain and derivative gain as
GP = 0.41, GI = 0.23, GD = 0.16.

6.5 Cascade Reconciliation and Privacy Amplifica-
tion
When using Cascade reconciliation [16], Alice permutes
the bit stream randomly and divides it into small blocks,
then sends permutation and parity information of each
block to Bob. Bob permutes his bit stream in the same
way, divides it into small blocks, calculates and checks
if the parity information of those blocks are same or
not. For each block whose parity does not match, Bob
performs a binary search to find if a small number of
bits in the block can be changed to make the block match
the parity information. These steps are iterated multiple
times until the probability of key agreement becomes
higher than a desired threshold.

As information reconciliation is a probabilistic tech-
nique, it might fail occasionally. In those cases, the
bit streams would be discarded and the key extraction
process would be restarted by measuring RSS values
again. However, low failure probability can be achieved
by suitably choosing the amount of passes and the block
size in each pass. In this paper, we set the amount of
passes as 7 and the block size as 8, which can achieve
acceptable low failure probability.

Privacy amplification solves the problems caused by
correlation in bits and the revealed information to Eve.
This is achieved by using universal hash function to map
a long bit stream to a short one. Merkle-Damgard hash
function is a collision-resistant one-way compression
function used in our experiments [30]. It breaks input bit
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stream into small blocks of fixed size (5 bits). Bits in each
block is hashed to 4 bits, so the average compression ra-
tio is 0.8. According to the statistical analysis in Cascade
reconciliation, the compression ratio is proper to amplify
privacy by discarding those bit information revealed to
Eve in our experiments. Note that our adaptive channel
probing scheme will be applicable when a different
compression ratio is used.

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFOR-
MANCE EVALUATION

The relationships among the probing rate, entropy rate
and KGR are analyzed by two groups of experiments.
Then, we demonstrate the necessity of using a con-
troller to satisfy the KGR requirement under dynamic
environments. Last, we show experimental results under
different situations and provide performance evaluation.

We should clarify that the KGR in the experiments
is achieved by particular quantization, information rec-
onciliation and privacy amplification method. Differen-
t methods may result in different KGRs. But it does
not mean that the KGR is totally determined by those
methods. Actually, the KGR is largely determined by
the environmental dynamics, movements of users and
spatial complexity.

The security of the shared key largely depends on
the geographical location of adversary user and environ-
mental dynamics, and partially depends on the privacy
amplification method. Some privacy amplification meth-
ods may achieve very strict security but result in low
KGR because they remove too many “safe” bits, which
are neither leaked to Eve nor have any correlation with
other bits. Therefore, an optimal privacy amplification
method is the one that only remove those “unsafe” bits
but keep “safe” bits. We should acknowledge that the
privacy amplification method we used in this paper is
not optimal, but its security and efficiency are acceptable.

7.1 Autocorrelation and Cross Correlation

In order to verify the mathematical models and the the-
oretic analysis in Section 4, we show the autocorrelation
and cross correlation of the legitimate users and the
adversary user in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. Eve
stayed away from Bob about 1 meter and much far away
from Alice. Alice moved randomly and the other two
were both stationary. The probing rate f = 100 Hz.

In Fig. 7, both the autocorrelations of Alice and Bob
verify Eq. 4, and the correlation is larger than 0.8 when
the lag interval is smaller than 5. There are two lines
showing the autocorrelation of Eve (Eve-Alice channel
and Eve-Bob channel) and they verify Eq. 6.

In Fig. 8, the cross correlation of Alice-Bob channel
with zero lag verifies the reciprocity assumption, i.e.,
hab[i] = hba[i] = h[i]. The cross correlation of Eve-
Alice channel verifies Eq. 7 and its value is very small,
then it is reasonable to assume that hea[i] and h[j]
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Fig. 7. Autocorrelations of Alice, Bob and Eve
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Fig. 8. Cross correlations among Alice, Bob and Eve

TABLE 1
Mutual information among users (mobile and static).

Probing rate f = 100 Hz.

Mutual Information Mobile (bits/s) Static (bits/s)
Iab = I(ĥab; ĥba) 72.34 58.96
Iae = I(ĥab; ĥea) 8.65 3.17
Ibe = I(ĥba; ĥeb) 0.07 0.02

are uncorrelated when i ̸= j. Obviously, the Eve-Bob
channel has very low correlation, then heb[i] and h[j] are
considered as uncorrelated.

7.2 Advantage of Legitimate Channel over Eaves-
dropping Channel
Here gives an experiment to demonstrate the advantage
of legitimate channel over eavesdropping channel. The
geographical positions of Alice, Bob and Eve in the static
scenario are shown in Fig. 1. The distance between Bob
and Eve was about 1 meter. In the mobile scenario, Alice
moved at the speed of about 1 m/s and the others
kept stationary. Table 1 shows Alice-Bob channel has
significant larger mutual information than Alice-Eve and
Bob-Eve channels, i.e., Iab >> Iae and Iab >> Ibe. Please
note the similar conclusion is also valid at other probing
rates.

7.3 Probing Rate vs Entropy Rate
We focus on the relationship between the probing rate
and the entropy rate in the static and mobile scenarios.
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Fig. 9. Probing rate vs entropy rate and KGR (mobile and
static)

Results are shown in Fig. 9 and it verifies that the
entropy rate decreases when the probing rate increases.
Higher probing rate induces higher correlation between
consecutive channel measurements, so each measure-
ment averagely contributes less information, thus leads
to lower entropy rate, which indicates a lower probing
efficiency.

Furthermore, the entropy rate at any probing rate in
the mobile scenario is larger than the one in the static
scenario. The entropy rate of the static scenario only can
rise to 0.27 at the probing rate of 5 Hz, while in mobile
scenario it reaches 0.71. Generally, the entropy rate in the
mobile scenario is about two times of that in the static
scenario.

7.4 Probing Rate vs Key Generation Rate

The relationship between the probing rate and KGR is
derived from theoretic aspect in Section 4. Here give the
empirical results in Fig. 9. As the method of calculating
KGR in our experiments is based on the Cascade rec-
onciliation, unless under specific clarification, the KGR
refers to Cascade KGR. The maximum KGR is different
from Cascade KGR. It directly compares binary streams
of Alice and Bob by exchanging the secret information,
and discards the bits in the same positions if they are
not matched. Please note that the maximum KGR is
not as same as the upper bound of KGR in theoretic
analysis, mentioned in Section 4. It is only used as a
baseline to demonstrate how many bits are agreed before
reconciliation.

Fig. 9 show that both the Cascade KGR and Max KGR
increase with probing rate. The line of the Max KGR is
approximately proportional with probing rate. During
75 and 170 Hz, the line of the Cascade KGR increases
relatively slow. Furthermore, the Cascade KGR and Max
KGR in the mobile scenario are both larger than that in
the static scenario.

7.5 Using PID Controller or Not

We conducted an indoor mobile experiment to demon-
strate why we need a feedback controller. Assume user’s
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Fig. 10. Using PID Controller or not

KGR requirement is 40 bits/s. Eve was close to Bob
and they were both stationary. Alice moved randomly,
starting with slow moving and then being stationary,
ending with fast moving. There were several people
walking around randomly.

When we fix the probing rate at 100 Hz without using
controller, the dash line in Fig. 10 shows that the KGR de-
creases or increases dramatically. Obviously, this cannot
satisfy user’s requirement and it is not efficient. The solid
line, by contrast, shows the effectiveness when using
the PID controller, that can stabilize the KGR around 40
bits/s by adaptively tuning the probing rate according
to user’s movement and environmental dynamics.

Note that the PID controller is just one type of feed-
back controllers. It is also worthwhile to consider other
effective controllers.

7.6 Variable Motion

In order to validate the adaptive probing scheme and
evaluate the performance of the PID controller, we con-
ducted experiments under different situations.

Three experiments at different velocities were carried
out, in which the moving user was walking, jogging and
running, respectively. The desired KGR κ was 75 bits/s.

When the user moves faster, the KGR error becomes
larger, from 0.15 to 0.59 bits/s, while the overshoot
decreases, from 9.82 to 7.01 bits/s, shown in Table 2.
Furthermore, the KGR reaches the setpoint more quickly.
ITAE is smaller in the case of running, which indicates
that the controller works better, i.e., it produces smaller
overshoot and fewer oscillations. Fast moving provides
more randomness and makes probing process more ef-
ficient.

Different motion types such as moving in line or
randomly were also tested. From Table 2, we can see
that random moving provides more randomness and
results in more efficient probing process. However, it
produces larger KGR error, reaching 0.42 bits/s. ITAE
in the random scenario is smaller than that in the line
scenario.

In summary, our adaptive probing scheme is adaptive
to motion variations.
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TABLE 2
Different Situation

Situation Velocities Motion Types Sites
Values 0.4 m/s 1.0 m/s 1.5 m/s Line Random Outdoor Indoor

KGR - error 0.15 0.38 0.59 0.15 0.42 0.15 0.33
KGR Osc. Freq. 0.29 0.34 0.30 0.29 0.43 0.29 0.26

KGR Oversht. - mean 9.82 7.01 6.17 9.82 7.29 9.82 6.10
Settling Time (loop) 4 3 3 4 3 4 4

ITAE 72.5 61.3 55.2 72.5 58.6 72.5 49.7
Probing Rate - mean 122.9 106.9 96.1 122.9 110.9 122.9 100.1

Probing Rate - std 7.1 5.8 5.3 7.1 8.4 7.1 9.2
Efficiency (LZ76) 0.318 0.320 0.337 0.318 0.345 0.318 0.362
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Fig. 11. Probing rate and efficiency under different de-
sired KGR

7.7 Different Sites
Not only the movement produces more randomness,
spatial complexity of environment also increases ran-
domness because of more reflects and multi-paths. Two
experiments were conducted in the outdoor and indoor
scenarios. The mobile velocities were nearly about 0.3
m/s and motion types were both random.

Results are listed in Table 2. The indoor scenario has
larger KGR error with 0.33 bits/s, as compared with 0.15
bits/s in outdoors. The indoor scenario results in smaller
oscillation frequency and overshoot. As ITAE is much
smaller, the controller works better indoors. It is more
efficient to probe the channel indoors than outdoors.

7.8 Different Desired KGRs
The desired KGR κ was set at 75 bits/s in previous exper-
iments. We conducted other indoor mobile experiments
and set the desired KGR at 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 300
and 400 bits/s, respectively. The velocity of mobile user
was about 0.3 m/s. Fig. 11 shows the results. When the
desired KGR increases, the probing rate increases while
the efficiency decreases. If we want to generate a key
fast, we have to tolerate low efficiency, and vice versa. It
also implies that if the users want to use the channel
efficiently, they should not set their desired KGR too
high.

In Fig. 11, when the desired KGR is larger than 200
bits/s, the probing rate reaches the upper bound at 300

TABLE 3
Different desired KGR

Desired KGR Actual KGR Probing Rate (Hz)
25 25.2 46.2
50 50.9 102.5
75 76.1 169.2

100 98.03 207.7
150 152.4 252.3
200 204.8 297.7
300 218.5 298.5
400 219.1 298.9

Hz and the efficiency becomes nearly unchanged. From
Table 3, we can see that the actual KGR is around 200
bits/s and does not exceed 220 bits/s when the desired
KGR is over 200 bits/s. That is, when the user requires a
KGR over the limit of the system, our adaptive channel
probing scheme just makes a best effort to satisfy the
KGR. It is reasonable to believe that a higher KGR can
be achieved when the probing rate is higher than 300
Hz if other specific platforms are used. In this paper,
in order to probe the channel efficiently and obtain an
acceptable KGR output, we suggest not set the desired
KGR over 100 bits/s.

8 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In order to satisfy users’ requirements for key generation
rate under dynamic channel conditions and to use the
wireless channel in an efficient way, we introduce an
adaptive channel probing scheme based on the PID
controller.

We present the proportional relationship between the
probing rate and upper bound of KGR under eavesdrop-
ping attack. We use Lempel-Ziv complexity to estimate
the entropy rate of channel statistics (Received Signal
Strength, RSS), which is considered as an indicator of
probing efficiency.

A series of experiments were conducted to evaluate
the performance at different velocities, motion types,
sites, and different desired KGRs. Experimental results
show that our channel probing scheme can adaptively
tune the probing rate according to users’ movements
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and/or environmental dynamics. It not only satisfies
user’s KGR requirement, but also makes the probing
process efficient.

However, the overshoot of KGR seems a little large,
which may be due to the following reasons. First, the
probing rate in the current loop is determined by the
KGR in the last loop and the channel condition is not
predictable. Therefore, it is impossible to stabilize the
KGR exactly at the setpoint. Second, the parameters of
the PID controller may not be optimal. Third, the control
object is nonlinear but the controller is linear.

In order to solve the control problem mentioned above
and improve the performance of the scheme, we can use
the adaptive controller to cope with the fact that the pa-
rameters of the system being controlled are slowly time-
varying or uncertain, and this approach is considered as
our future work.
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